REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPORATION
FARMINGDALE, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
February 27, 1947

Distributor’s No. 31

FOR DISTRIBUTOR’S INFORMATION ONLY
SEABEE SPARES DISTRIBUTION AND PRICE LIST
We are now able to start initial shipment of Distributors’ Shelf Spares for the Seabee.
Attached is a suggested list of items which should be stocked immediately by each Distributor
and eventually by each Dealer. This suggested shelf stock is based on 1946 spare parts
consumption. In some cases the attached list may not agree with catalog #1000, since a number
of changes were made after the catalog was sent to print.
Two copies of the list are enclosed. One may be retained for your own use and
information, the other can be used by you when ordering your initial stock. Simply check items
and quantities required, attach to your purchase order, and forward to us.
We feel that each Distributor should order the items as indicated. However, some
Distributors having greater activity than others may need a larger quantity of certain items;
therefore, each Distributor should review the items and quantities in terms of his own operation.
Factory production is sufficiently advanced to permit immediate shipment on most items;
some items, still critically short, will be forwarded as production permits. Purchase orders will be
filled in order of receipt. In the interim, emergency shipments will continue as required.
Also attached is the Seabee Spare Parts List. The format of this price list has been
designed to permit easy insertion in the Seabee Parts Catalog #1000. Sufficient copies are being
forwarded to permit the same distribution that you made of Catalog #1000.
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SEABEE SPARES DISTRIBUTION AND PRICE LIST (CONT)
Prices I this list refer to items appearing in Seabee Parts Catalog #1000. Numerous
changes have been made since this catalog was printed; therefore, this price list includes
cancellations and additions not appearing in the catalog. When ordering, list parts required by
item number and nomenclature and if possible Seabee serial number. Prices quoted are F.O.B.
Farmingdale, New York, include the cost of crating or packaging and are subject to change
without notice, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Republic Distributor
Agreement.
It will be noted that each line contains Item Number, Nomenclature, Code and List Price.
The Code letter refers to the discount schedule. Revisions to the price and the price list will be
furnished periodically.

W. H. Ehmann
Service Manager
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